Education Leads Home 2022 is a first-of-its-kind convening designed specifically to improve outcomes for students experiencing homelessness via cross-sector team building and collaborative action-planning.

March 7-8, 2022 | Sheraton Austin Capitol Hotel | Austin, Texas

With child, youth, and family homelessness rising to record levels amid COVID-19, there has never been a more important time for stakeholders to come together, share expertise, and take action. Education Leads Home 2022 aims to establish alignment and unity across sectors and agencies working to ensure children, youth, and families recover from this crisis. Education Leads Home 2022 welcomes teams of educators, service providers, leaders, advocates dedicated to resolving child, youth, and family homelessness in the United States.

The convening’s content will include:

➔ Recovering from the pandemic, including through strategic use of American Rescue Plan Act funding;
➔ Legal rights and requirements related to the education of children and youth experiencing homelessness;
➔ Proven best practices for the education of children and youth experiencing homelessness, with clear steps to replicate and implement them, from early childhood through postsecondary education;
➔ A national scholarship award ceremony featuring ten high school students who have experienced homelessness and are pursuing postsecondary education;
➔ Facilitated action-planning to help teams consolidate and prioritize lessons learned, and prepare to implement them in their communities; and more.

REGISTRATION INFORMATION: IT TAKES A TEAM

Homelessness is a complex, multi-sector issue. In order to ensure the educational success of homeless students, ELH is modeled for team participation.

Initially, registration for Education Leads Home 2022 will be limited to teams consisting of at least two individuals, from at least two separate service sectors/agency categories in the same geography (district/county/state). Teams consist of a minimum of two people and a maximum of eight people. A team leader will pre-register the team and each individual team member, and indicate where areas the team would like to focus on during ELH’s interactive planning sessions.

Teams will leave the ELH conference with aligned strategies and solutions to support children, youth, and families in their communities.

CORE PARTNERS

National leaders in their fields, SchoolHouse Connection, America’s Promise Alliance, CIVIC, and EducationCounsel, are partners in the work of the Education Leads Home campaign.

$450
(Per Person, Early Bird Pricing)

Early bird registration and pricing end on September 30, 2021. After that, standard pricing is $475 from October 1, 2021 to March 7, 2022.

➔ Access to materials to prepare for the conference prior to the event.
➔ Access to all keynote events and breakout sessions.
➔ On-site, facilitated action planning with your team and trained facilitators.
➔ Access to all session materials after the event.
➔ Ongoing action plan support from SchoolHouse Connection.
➔ Breakfast and lunch over two days, plus a welcome reception.
➔ Multiple opportunities to hear directly from young people, including during our annual scholarship awards ceremony.
➔ Opportunity to network with fellow attendees in person.

REGISTER & LEARN MORE AT https://schoolhouseconnection.org/elh2022/

Conference participants will be required to abide by health and safety protocols at all times while attending this event – these may include social distancing, mask-wearing, hand-washing, and other health and safety protocols recommended and/or required by the CDC, local Boards of Health, the venue, and/or SchoolHouse Connection to safely host this event.